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So, you bought a Sales Engagement platform.  
As you already know, technology purchases 
involve countless conversations, comparisons, 
and negotiations. They also require understanding 

and auditing your current tech stack, and assessing existing 
processes before you can even choose the right vendor.

After working hard to align people around a vision and gain the 
buy-in needed for the purchase, it may feel like you’re back 
at square one again, but this time with your user base. 

Because, let’s face it: no one enjoys change. Sales 
teams are already strapped for time and implementing 
new technology can be disruptive if not done right. 

Forrester’s SiriusDecisions research brief, Technology-
Enhanced Selling, asserts that a person’s decision to adopt 
a new technology is tied to their perceived value of it:

These are the questions you must answer for sellers all 
along the way. And then you need to show them how.

Will it help them  
sell more, achieve 
quota, win more deals 

or reduce administrative time?
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5 of Your Sales Technology 
Adoption JourneySTEPSIN THIS EBOOK:

We’ll share how 
to encourage the 

highest possible 
adoption of your 

new technology.

Given our own 
experience 
implementing 
SalesLoft with 
hundreds of teams, 
we’ve established 
a clear five-step 
process to help 
you start strong.

This methodology has 
been credited as key 
to helping companies 
reach full utilization 
of our platform and 
achieve ROI.
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To promote acceptance of technology-enhanced  
selling, the sponsors, sales leaders and key 

stakeholders (including sales reps) must explicitly and 
repeatedly enunciate the benefits of the program.
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Forrester SiriusDecisions, Technology-Enhanced Selling



Check out The Change Curve  for ideas 
to help your team process change.

Beginning with the end in mind is also key to a 
successful implementation, so think about the 
outcomes you desire.

Your vendor should help you decide what success 
and value metrics you want to track. For instance, a 
10% lift in closed opportunities, 90% of reps logging 
in daily, or reps spending so many hours a day in the 
platform are just a few examples.

If you choose a vendor that doesn’t offer 
implementation planning, page 11 has basic 
checklists to help you get started.

During this phase of the implementation, SalesLoft 
provides kickoff and scheduling services and 
strategy workshops. Our Professional Services 
organization also offers additional onboarding, 
expansion, and content migration service packages.

1 2 3 4 5

Plan Your 
Implementation

Many platform implementations fizzle out before organizations can 
even realize ROI. The number one reason for a failed rollout? A bad plan 
(or none at all). Vendors vary on implementation approaches and the 

level of support they offer.

Regardless, you can set your team up for success by doing two key things:

Building a Change 
Management Plan

• Which business processes will be 
impacted?

• Where are the integration points and 
how does data flow to and from the 
system?

• What are your security and compliance 
requirements?

• What resources and skills will you need 
to get the platform up and running? 

• What’s your timeline? Be sure to work 
with your vendor on this and document 
dependencies related to a phased 
rollout, data, departments, etc.

• Identify what must be 
present for your teams to 
accept change. 

• Use a methodology, such as  
The Change Curve, to help 
teams process change.

• Establish a communication 
strategy.

Documenting 
Scope

SALESLOFT 
IS HERE
TO HELP
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1 2 3 4 5

Configure Systems

You may have guessed it, but this is the most technical step 
in the process, requiring the biggest effort and the most 
resources. 

This is as true for Sales Engagement as it is for any modern technology.

Depending on your organizational structure, the owners for this step 
are typically Sales Operations/RevOps, or a systems professional, with 
support from IT and individual team leads or managers. 

Support and 
Service

Most Sales Engagement platform 
implementations follow a basic 
process to get you started:

  Configure the account

  Integrate systems

  Build templated workflows 
and collateral

  Define an enablement strategy

SalesLoft offers a variety of support and 
professional service options to help:

  Configuration workshops for CRM 
integration, admin settings, and 
cadences and automation

  Overall configuration review

  User acceptance testing scenarios

  Additional specialized services

Configure and 
Integrate

Configuring SalesLoft is easy.  
Here’s how.
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SalesLoft University has a robust library 
of training videos for our customers.

P roper training for new systems is essential to adoption and ROI. The 
amount of training and testing needed for any new technology varies 
from vendor to vendor. 

We recommend that you build a pilot group for new implementations. These 
colleagues will help you stress test your new solution and identify gaps prior 
to the official launch.

1 2 3 4 5

Test + Train

TOPO 2019 Sales Management Market Guide

Training  
Options

Common training areas 
for Sales Engagement 
solutions include:

  Onboarding users in the 
platform

  Training team members 
on workflows

  Stress testing processes

SalesLoft offers the 
following training options:

  Administrator Training

  Sales Manager Training

  User Training: 
Fundamentals & Advanced

Sales 
Engagement

Once a successful 
pilot group is 
established, 

continue to roll 
out training to 

other individuals. 
TOPO recommends 

holding training 
sessions for newly-
deployed solutions 

at SKOs (sales 
kickoff meetings).
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5 Considerations When Deploying
a Sales Engagement Platform

1 2 3 4 5

W hen you’re ready to deploy the platform, you will 
have completed all integration, tests, and pilots.

While deployment is a huge milestone, it’s important to 
remember that you’re just getting started. Manager buy-in and 
alignment is critical for success, as is commitment to measuring 
results and iterating on processes to optimize the experience. 

To document impact, admins and leaders should 
actively track adoption and results at 3 months, 
6 months, and a year, post-implementation.

Deploy the Solution

To document 
impact, admins 

and leaders 
should actively 
track adoption 

and results.

1263
MONTHS
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Check out The Total Economic 
Impact™ Of SalesLoft.

1 2 3 4 5

Optimize + Expand

T hrough measurement and understanding 
what’s successful and what isn’t, 
organizations can continually improve.

To help with this optimization step, SalesLoft customers 
have access to dedicated Q&A sessions along with 
certification sessions and on-demand video libraries. 

Success looks different for every organization. But, if you’re 
looking for some guidance, check out The Total Economic 
Impact™ Of SalesLoft, a February 2019 commissioned study 
conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of SalesLoft. This 
study demonstrated what a firm with 2,000 employees using 
the SalesLoft platform could achieve in a span of three years.

Here are some 
questions you 

should be asking 
yourself during 

this step:

What’s working 
and why?

What isn’t working 
and why?

Could this new solution 
and strategy be rolled 

out to other teams?

What other processes 
could I improve with 
Sales Engagement?
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This checklist provides the questions you should be asking yourself or the 
activities you should be performing at each step of the adoption journey.

The Adoption Journey 
Checklist

Plan 
Questions

Content Migration Starts

• How long will the 
implementation take?

• What skills or people do 
I need internally?

• What does success look like 
and how will we measure it?

• What systems need to integrate 
with this solution and how does 
data flow between them?

• What are our security, governance, 
and compliance requirements?

• What teams will use the 
platform and how will I 
communicate with them?

• How will this new system 
change current processes?

1 Configure  
Steps

User Acceptance Testing

• Kickoff with vendor

• Environments made 
available for configuration

• Sandbox

• Live

• Admin account set-up

• Build out

• Integration connections

• User types

• Workflows 

• Automation/triggers

2 Test and  
Train

Team Training

• What is the typical ramping 
timeline for users?

• What training is available 
for end-users?

• When should users be 
trained?

3 Deploy the 
Solution

Content Migration Ends

• Your technology provider 
should offer implementation 
support by way of 
training, documentation, 
and/or professional 
services if desired.

4 Optimize  
and Expand

Transition to Success Team

• Track and measure activity 
and outcomes

• Identify areas for 
improvement

• Fine-tune processes and 
expand usage as needed

5
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Deployment

Every implementation is unique. You’ll want to work with 
your implementation specialist to understand the needs 
of your organization. On average, it takes customers 8-16 

weeks to roll out SalesLoft, from kickoff to deployment. Check 
out the sample timeline below.

SalesLoft is the only full-cycle Sales Engagement platform, 
meeting the needs of all revenue generators. High-
performing sales teams choose SalesLoft to more effectively 
generate pipeline, manage deals, and engage customers. 

But the platform serves more than just traditional sales 
reps. With SalesLoft, customer success teams also drive 
adoption, expansion, and renewals. Managers enhance 
their coaching and scale successful processes, while sales 
leaders improve their forecasts. 

SalesLoft isn’t CRM or marketing automation,  
it’s Sales Engagement — done right.

Team Q&As
Analytics

Content Migration Ends
Transition to Success Team

Kickoff & Scheduling
Discovery

Strategy Workshops

Configuration Workshops:  
CRM Integration, SalesLoft Admin 

Settings, Cadence and Automation, 
Configuration Review

Administrator Training, Sales Manager Training,
Rep Training (Fundamental & Advanced)

Content Migration Starts

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6 WEEK 7 WEEK 8

User Acceptance Testing

Disconnect Previous Sales Engagement Platform (If Applicable)

Training

Planning Configuration

Sample SalesLoft  
Implementation Timeline

SALES 
ENGAGEMENT 
DONE RIGHT
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A Leader in The Forrester Wave™:  
Sales Engagement, Q3 2020

Top-rated Sales Software 2020 and 
#1 in Sales Engagement by G2

Top-rated Sales Software 2020  
by TrustRadius 

Top-rated in Sales Engagement and 
Sales Acceleration by TrustRadius

For more information about SalesLoft and how to 
deliver a better sales experience, visit salesloft.com.
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